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NETHERLANDS MATHEMATICIAN SPEAKS
ON UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA CAMPUS

Dr. Frederik van der Blij, Utrecht, Netherlands, will address a University of Montana audience on three occasions this week.

Dr. van der Blij will speak February 28 at 11 a.m. in Math-Physics 312, and at 4 p.m. in Math-Physics 109. On March 1 he will speak at 4 p.m. in Math-Physics 305.

This is the seventh of fifteen localities from Mayaguez, Puerto Rico to Norman, Oklahoma, at which Dr. van der Blij will speak.

He studied at the Universities of Leiden and Utrecht in mathematics, physics and astronomy. He received his doctorate in mathematics from Leiden University in 1947. He taught seven years in secondary schools in Leiden, twelve years at the University of Utrecht and five years in summer course work at Utrecht and Brussels.

He is a member of the Dutch and Belgian Mathematical Society, and Vice President of the State Committee for Reconstruction of Mathematics.

His appearance here is sponsored by the Academic Year Institute in Mathematics.